A genetic linkage map of human chromosome 20 composed entirely of microsatellite markers.
Twenty-six (CA)n polymorphic microsatellites were isolated from a flow-sorted chromosome 20 library. To reduce the number of sequencing gels, these microsatellites were genotyped on 15 CEPH families using a procedure derived from the multiplex sequencing technique of G. M. Church and S. Kieffer-Higgins (1988, Science 240:185-188). A primary map with a strongly supported order was constructed with 15 (CA)n markers. Regional localizations for the 11 other microsatellites were obtained with regard to the primary map. The 26 loci span approximately 160 cM. Regional localizations for a set of index markers (D20S4, D20S6, D20S16, and D20S19) and for other markers from the CEPH Public Database (D20S5, D20S15, D20S17, and D20S18) have also been determined. The total map spans a genetic distance of approximately 195 cM extending from the (CA)n marker IP20M7 on 20p to D20S19 on 20q. The density of microsatellite markers is markedly higher in the pericentromeric region, with an average distance of 3 to 4 cM between adjacent markers over a distance of 43 cM. Two-thirds of these randomly isolated microsatellites are clustered in that region between D20S5 and D20S16 representing approximately one-fourth of the linkage map. This might suggest a nonrandom distribution of (CA)n simple sequence repeats on this chromosome.